Plus
Maximize uptime, safeguard your investment, and make scheduled
maintenance a breeze with FlowCare Plus.

Comprehensive coverage and unique advantages,
on top of Flow’s Standard service.

Exchange Programs

Consumables Packages

Flow experts complete
component rebuilds, you swap
out the parts.

Critical, normal wear
components (mixing tubes,
orifices, blast disks, filters)
delivered when you need them.

+

1

High Quality Abrasive

Extended Warranty

Shape Mined Materials abrasive
shipped throughout the year

One year warranty extension
*(as long as warranty hasn’t expired)

We automatically send you Flow
certified parts and components
when you need them. Your
team performs the hands-on
maintenance. Combine Flow
factory-quality assurance with your
on-staff resources.
Get the most out of your
investment with FlowCare.

Three Levels of Flow Support
The best choice for your waterjet, the smart choice for your business.
FlowCare is centered around preventative maintenance, giving you confidence in your
uptime and a boost to your bottom line. Maximize uptime and increase profits with three
levels of genuine Flow support. Choose the option that best fits your business and your
budget: Standard, Plus, or Complete.

Best
Choice

Standard

Plus

Complete

All Flow systems feature our
world class service and support,
standard. No matter the system
you choose, or the business you
operate, you can count on Flow
to provide you with the support
you need.

In addition to our Standard
service, enjoy automatically
scheduled exchange programs
that deliver the parts you need to
keep your system running prime.
Bundled with consumables and
abrasive, FlowCare Plus ensures
you’re prepared to maximize jet
on time. With an extended factory
warranty, your investment is
safeguarded beyond the standard
period.

FlowCare Complete, our premier
service partnership provides
comprehensive coverage
including all the benefits of our
Standard and Plus programs,
as well as additional exclusive
advantages. With FlowCare
Complete service is performed
by our certified Flow technicians.
We deliver the parts, we complete
the maintenance, and we keep
track of your system’s health to
automatically schedule your next
checkup. FlowCare Complete
offers the ultimate waterjet
service experience.
When you partner with Flow, you
get more than a waterjet, you get
the full support of our company.

Break Fix, No More.
Maintenance isn’t about fixing what breaks. It’s about keeping your system healthy
and running at optimal performance. Leverage our 40+ years of experience to
service your waterjet at the exact right intervals for performance, all but eliminating
unscheduled downtime.

Predictability

Peace of Mind

Flexibility

Expert service at set intervals
based on your waterjet with
fixed cost

Trained expert Flow technicians
take the burden off you

Scalable solutions to handle your
specific business needs

Mitigate the unexpected and manage your waterjet business like a pro.

FlowParts.com 1.800.526.4810
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